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Over the past few months people’s lives have changed drastically. Routines,
social gatherings and lifestyle have all took a drastic turn. With the beautiful
summer weather upon us and restrictions lifting we are now able to get outside a
little more and take care of our Well-Being and Mental Health. This includes our
emotional, psychological and social well-being. It affects how we think, feel and
act. It helps everyone determine how we handle stress, relate to other people
and make choices. Mental health is important at every stage of life, from
childhood and adolescence through adulthood.

A good way to practice Well-Being is to
EXERCISE, HYDRATE & RELAX!
Here are some examples of things you can do to practice
good mental health & well-being!

EXERCISE
Physical exercising can often be intimidating to some or some people may
continuously put it off due to lack of time. There are extreme benefits to
exercising that not everyone thinks of. Not only is exercising good for your
physical health but it can do wonders for your mental health as well. Here are
some exercises you can do in a short amount of time in the comfort of your
own home!



Warm Up
- Jogging on the spot (30 seconds)
- Jumping Jacks (30 seconds)
- Large Arm Circles ( 30 seconds & reverse circles for 30 seconds)
- Side Stretch (30 seconds & repeat for alternating sides for 30 seconds)
- Touch Toes (30 seconds alternating sides)
- REPEAT WARM UP










Lunges (10 per leg) *Hold for 10 seconds on the last Lunge
Squat Knee Raise (10 per leg)
Curtsey Lunge (10 per leg)
Calf Raises (30) *10 second hold on last
Thigh Leg Lift (30 seconds per side)
Quad Raise (30 seconds per side)
Fire Hydrant (20 per side)
Glute Squeeze (20 per side)



Cool Down
- Stretching

HYDRATE
Three Drinks to Help Stay Hydrated in Addition to Water

RELAX

MINI PITA PIZZAS
This is a great recipe for you to enjoy making with your children. For this all you will
need is
- Pita Bread (whole wheat is always a healthier option)
-

Assorted toppings including Vegetables and Meat (if desired)
- Cheese
- Pizza Sauce
- Baking Sheet
- Add a Toss Salad to the meal for extra greens!

Simply prepare the toppings by washing and cutting them. If you have older
children they can join in with the preparation! Encourage your children to dress their
own pizza according to their tastes. Offer them vegetables to make their pizza
healthy! This is an activity the whole family can participate in.

FRUIT TRIFLE
Grab a large bowl, assorted fruits, whip cream (or pudding) to make a delicious
Fruit Trifle. You can add;
Banana’s
Strawberries
Kiwi
Blueberries
Blackberries
Raspberries
Wash all your fruit and cut it into chunks. Layer the fruit at the bottom of the bowl
and place a layer of whip cream or pudding on top. Continue to layer until the
bowl is full. For a little bit of extra sweetness you can crumble cookies in between!
Serve and enjoy!

